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Foreword

At a time when the public sector is in a seemingly permanent state of flux, the achievement by a statutory office of its 40th anniversary is notable indeed. To be able to record widespread recognition as part of the constitutional fabric is an additional pleasure. Yet this happy task falls to me as the 8th holder of this office, the first woman and the first appointment from outside the previously established nurseries of the Bar and Senior Civil Service.

I mention my ground-breaking credentials not from any misplaced sense of iconoclasm but as a sign of the way in which this now venerable institution has begun to embrace the modernising agenda that has swept through public life in the last decade and more. That process of modernisation promises in the case of the Parliamentary Ombudsman a regime ‘fit for purpose’ well into the 21st century. It is my privilege to oversee the first stage of implementation.

It is a pleasure too to introduce Richard Kirkham’s 40th anniversary publication, *The Parliamentary Ombudsman: Withstanding the test of time*. As Richard’s paper demonstrates, the life and times of the Parliamentary Ombudsman have not been without their challenges. Born of a political climate in the 1960s that placed the emphasis firmly on modernisation, this innovative statutory office brought to these shores an institution conceived on foreign soil, the product of a Scandinavian legal and administrative ethos unfamiliar to the common law and UK constitutional settlement. In ways somewhat reminiscent of the reception 30 years later of the Human Rights Act, detractors feared the consequential decline of nothing less than parliamentary democracy itself. Even the office’s supporters lamented the tendentious legislative framework within which it would operate, its ‘botched’ fabric and ‘limping’ gait. The jibe of ‘Ombudsmouse’ still wounds 40 years later.

Yet readers of Richard Kirkham’s fine survey will discover that much has been achieved since that somewhat precarious start. The Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967, despite, or perhaps because of, its brevity, has withstood the test of time: the ‘MP filter’ and the unenforceability of the Ombudsman’s recommendations have not been so restrictive as to impede significantly the effectiveness of the office; and the central concept of ‘maladministration’ has proved over the years sufficiently malleable to allow the Ombudsman’s role to adapt and grow. From its first major investigation, *Sachsenhausen* in 1967-8, when the Foreign Office was persuaded to reconsider its position on compensation payments, right through to my recent report on occupational pensions in 2005-06, when the Department for Work and Pensions was not quite so easily persuaded to provide a remedy for the complainants’ loss of pension rights, the office of Parliamentary Ombudsman has shown itself a constitutional force to be reckoned with.

The particular service provided by the paper that follows is to help with the task of defining the nature of that ‘force’ as it has evolved over time. It is this perspective that makes the history of the office of more than antiquarian interest: just what the Parliamentary Ombudsman is, where her remit starts and ends, what her relationship with the courts and tribunals should be, are questions still very much with us.

Let me draw upon Richard Kirkham’s paper to suggest some answers. The original purpose of providing an aid to Parliament in its constitutional scrutiny of the Executive has evolved alongside the increasing sophistication of administrative law in the intervening period. Whilst the
office would not expressly espouse a role as ‘people’s champion’ in emulation of some overseas models, it has certainly carved for itself a distinctive niche in the judicial landscape, as a source of dispute resolution, as a guardian of good public administration, and as a systematic check upon departmental effectiveness.

These three distinctive, but inter-related, roles define much of what the office is currently about and where its future challenges lie. The investigation and resolution of individual complaints remains the staple diet of the office’s work, the evidential base against which patterns of good and bad practice can be mapped. To that task I increasingly bring the sort of ‘strategic’ approach expected of any modern Ombudsman system: early diagnosis; appropriate levels of response (not the ‘Rolls Royce approach’ for its own sake); the ability to use the intelligence yielded to aid future prevention as well as immediate cure. The Ombudsman is not a court or tribunal, certainly not a court or tribunal of the sort familiar to lawyers of a common law jurisdiction. Ombudsmen and courts are like chalk and cheese: superficially similar, but of very different texture and ingredients. Liberated from the burden of imposing enforceable remedies, with wide discretion, the Ombudsman is free to establish a very different relationship between the disputing parties, based upon trust and shared understandings, not formal compliance. It will remain the task of the office to uphold its distinctive tradition and practice whilst simultaneously forging stronger links with the rest of the system of administrative justice, including the courts and tribunals.

Central to that linkage is a shared understanding of respective roles in exercising good guardianship of public administration more generally. The Ombudsman has a special part to play. It is in recognition of that special role that I have embarked upon the creation of Principles of Good Administration to help shape consensus on what modern public service delivery should look like, to create expectations against which it can be judged (by my office and by others), and to act as a catalyst for reflection and future development. In the end, the task of delivering high quality public services rests with government departments themselves. My role is to facilitate that process, to enable the emergence of well-founded principles of behaviour and better delivery. It is by being if not quite a ‘champion of the people’ then at least a serious ally of the people that I can best exercise my function of ‘aid to Parliament’. The two go hand in hand, the one effortlessly enveloping the other.

It is here that the role of ‘systematic check’ is of particular value. Unlike the courts and tribunals, I am not constrained by the need to be concerned exclusively with the isolated or particular incident. Where clear justification arises, I can issue a special report to highlight systemic shortcomings, identify remedies and propose longer-term change. The authority of such reports comes from the quality of their findings and the compelling nature of their arguments. Once again, trust and shared understanding rather than formal compulsion are the essential conditions of success.

The paper quite rightly identifies various themes that recur down the decades: the need for more ‘joined-up’ complaints handling across the public sector; the need for the Ombudsman to demonstrate the impact of her work; and the question of how the office can be made properly
accountable to Parliament. It is gratifying to read the conclusion that, ‘the Parliamentary Ombudsman has proved to be an effective addition to the system of administrative justice in the UK’. It is certainly the case, nevertheless, that a few touches of modernisation would still be very welcome: more clarity about the relationship between the Ombudsman and the courts and tribunals; more recognition that in a devolved environment there is even greater need for Ombudsmen in Scotland, Wales, England and Northern Ireland to work together from time to time in the best interests of complainants. It might even be about time we allowed citizens direct access to the Ombudsman. Just about everyone else in the world seems able to live with that idea. Yet direct access would not be warranted at just any price: the present relationship between the Ombudsman and Parliament is valuable and something to be conserved; to disturb that constructive relationship just for the sake of it would be an act of reckless folly.

On the underlying question of whether we need new substantive legislation, I remain unconvinced that we do. I do not, for example, see any genuine need for a power to make my recommendations enforceable. This is a system that relies on shared understandings and mutual trust. The courts are not the place to make the system work. There is, however, one important proviso. If government departments were ever regularly and systematically to reject the Ombudsman's findings, I have little doubt that the calls from the public, and indeed from Parliament, for enforceable recommendations would become too loud to resist. That would be a sad day, and a sign that the delicate balance achieved these past 40 years had been irrevocably damaged.

As Richard Kirkham's paper demonstrates, there is much in the present arrangements to celebrate and to nurture. The key is trust amongst the various constitutional players. With that trust, an active and positive Ombudsman can only be good for public administration and public services. Without it, we might just find ourselves stumbling into a crisis that nobody wants.

Ann Abraham
March 2007
The Parliamentary Ombudsman: withstanding the test of time

During its first forty years, the Parliamentary Ombudsman (PO)\(^1\) secured redress for thousands of citizens and, on many occasions, persuaded government departments and other public authorities to tackle administrative weaknesses. In doing so, the Office established a commendable reputation for competence and independence. Yet despite taking on an increasingly important role within the unwritten constitution, it has been criticised in the past for failing to achieve its full potential.\(^2\) In response, the objectives and working practices of the Office have been considerably developed and refined. The question that needs to be considered now is how the PO can best contribute in the 21st century to the effective scrutiny of government and the provision of redress.

In addressing this issue, after a brief description of the origins of the PO, this article assesses whether its founding Act, the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967 (‘the 1967 Act’), is still fit for purpose. There have been a number of amendments to the 1967 Act that have expanded the PO’s jurisdiction, but its core has remained on the statute book largely unchanged from the original version. The review here will conclude that the 1967 Act has withstood the test of time well, but for some time it has been recognised that an update is necessary if the Office is to make further improvements to its service. Given the past delays in introducing such a reform,\(^3\) it is a remarkable coincidence that forty years on from the PO coming into being, not one but two separate revisions of the 1967 Act have received Parliamentary attention in the 2006-07 session.

The first set of proposed reforms follows a 2005 consultation paper issued by the government. This paper recommended the removal of some of the procedural restrictions on the Office’s work in order to give proper legal recognition to the manner in which it has evolved.\(^4\) A Regulatory Reform Order has been put before Parliament to implement the required amendments.\(^5\) At the same time, Parliament is considering the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill. During the course of debate on the Bill, attempts have been made to introduce further amendments to the 1967 Act.\(^6\) If either measure is passed, this will be an important and positive development which will assist the PO’s ability to function in the modern day public sector. With legislative reform now on the government’s agenda, this article concludes by examining some of the other key policy issues that currently face the Office and the challenges that lie ahead.

It is an interesting time for the ombudsman community and the administrative justice sector more generally, as the latent potential in alternative redress becomes increasingly recognised. With this in mind, the occasion of the PO’s fortieth anniversary is an opportune moment for all interested parties to discuss the PO’s existing and future role.\(^7\)

1. The Original Design

Any evaluation of the 1967 Act must start with an understanding of the constitutional and legal environment within which the PO was introduced. By the 1960s, it had become very apparent that redress mechanisms in the UK had
not kept up with the growth in government that had taken place during the 20th century. In comparison with today, applications for judicial review were rare, with the relevant procedural rules in the High Court incoherent and the administrative law applied there under-developed. The tribunal system was a more accessible redress mechanism and had recently been reformed, but large areas of executive activity were left outside its scope. As a result, citizens were too often left with no alternative but to pursue their grievances against the government through political or parliamentary channels. The Crichel Down affair in the 1950s had brought the shortcomings of this situation to wider public attention when a public inquiry was held into alleged maladministration within the Ministry of Agriculture. This inquiry provided a rare public insight into the operation of government departments and the potential injustices that could result. With this potential exposed, after Crichel Down, the need for improved forms of public sector redress mechanisms could no longer be ignored.

To this problem the ombudsman was the eventual answer and was strongly advanced by the report of a leading reform group, JUSTICE. The initial calls for such a body were rejected by the government of the day, but in 1964 the Labour party came to power having made provision for ombudsman legislation in its manifesto. The idea was not new, as ombudsmen already existed in the Nordic countries and New Zealand, but the model eventually chosen for the UK was not taken directly from these versions. Instead, the 1967 Act owed more to the protracted debate that preceded its introduction and the concerns that were raised about the scheme at the time. In particular, it had been argued that the introduction of an ombudsman would conflict with the doctrine of ministerial responsibility; that the Office would be overwhelmed with complaints; and that the role of MPs, and indeed Parliament itself, would be undermined. To counter these objections, a distinctly British design of the ombudsman was devised, one which deliberately placed Parliament at the heart of the scheme. A model for this approach was found in the Comptroller and Auditor-General, a post which provided a Parliamentary precedent for the extensive fact-finding powers to be conferred on the new body. This vision positioned the PO as an aid to Parliament rather than the citizens' defender, with individuals required to submit their complaints to MPs. MPs then possessed the discretion whether or not to pass the complaint on to the PO and received the results of PO investigations by way of a report. In addition, provision was made for reports to be submitted to Parliament and a select committee was established to oversee the PO's work.

To the consternation of some the 1967 Act differed in crucial respects from the proposals that had originally been mooted by JUSTICE, such as rejecting the recommendation that the MP filter should be removed after five years. Another idea that was not pursued was JUSTICE's proposal to establish, in addition to the PO, a general administrative tribunal to which appeals could be made against the merits of administrative decisions when a specialised tribunal was not already available. No attempt was made in the 1967 Act to link the work of the ombudsman with that of either the courts or tribunals. Indeed, the ombudsman institution was set up as a completely distinct branch of the administrative justice network, with the apparent implication being that where legal matters were at stake the PO would not pursue a complaint. Shorn of such radical innovations and apparently conservative and restrictive in its design, the 1967 Act was not well received in
political, academic and media circles. For many an ‘ombudsmouse’\(^{13}\) had been introduced and the 1967 Act itself was described by one leading academic as ‘a limping and restrictive statute’ which was ‘undoubtedly botched’ and ‘would not do’.\(^{14}\)

Despite the criticisms, there were two clear innovatory features of the 1967 Act which over time have worked in the favour of the Office. First, the 1967 Act added something to the administrative justice network that had previously been absent. MPs already possessed the celebrated role of pursuing the grievances of their constituents, but the existence of a specialised officer with statutory powers to investigate complaints significantly strengthened their ability to secure redress. Second, even though limitations were placed on the scope of the PO’s authority, the 1967 Act was drafted in a manner that conferred a high degree of discretion on the PO and left many questions unanswered. In part this reflected a healthy realisation that no-one knew quite how the new body was going to operate. Of the ombudsmen already in existence around the world, none were entirely equivalent to the version being proposed for the UK or had operated in a constitution the size and nature of the British Parliamentary system. Whatever the reason or intention of the government and Parliament, the legislative design used in the 1967 Act established an institution which was free to evolve flexibly in a number of key areas.

2. The Parliamentary Commissioner Act: an evaluation

Given the lukewarm reception that the 1967 Act received, it is perhaps surprising that it has survived forty years without more significant amendments. But in hindsight we can now see that the initial response was as much a product of the poverty of the overall administrative justice network at the time, than of the 1967 Act itself. Indeed, of the criticisms of the 1967 Act that remain today, the most important of them still relate to the PO’s role within that larger network.\(^{15}\) As for the Office itself, Parliament and the media were given early notice of its potential when in one of its first major investigations, Sachsenhausen, the PO managed to persuade the Foreign Office to reconsider its position on compensation payments.\(^{16}\) Ever since, debates on the PO have concentrated more on how to make better use of the Office, than whether to replace it.

**The discretionary power of the PO**

The effectiveness of the 1967 Act in facilitating the work of the PO owes much to the wide discretionary powers contained within it. This implies that of the limiting factors on the ability of the Office to function, perhaps the most important is the attitude of the post-holder and the interpretation that he or she gives to the 1967 Act. The idea that the PO could operate with such a degree of freedom was given a significant boost by the courts early in the history of the Office. In *Re: Fletchers Application,*\(^{17}\) leave to hear a case against the PO’s decision not to investigate a complaint was refused on the grounds that the 1967 Act granted the PO discretion whether or not to investigate. This ruling did not mean that the PO
could not be legally challenged, but it did send out a strong message to potential complainants as to the authority of the PO's decisions. Indeed, it was not until 1993 that the courts first clarified that the PO's decisions were subject to judicial review. Until now, the only successful challenges of the PO have been those in the Balchin case. The approach that the courts have adopted in cases involving the PO suggests that they will not readily interfere with an exercise of the Office's discretion. This is important, for were the courts to have taken a more activist line then it is probable that the history of the Office would have been very different. Many of the benefits of the post, such as reduced costs and stress for claimants, would be lost if it were too easy to challenge the PO's reports in the courts. More fundamentally, by adopting such an approach, the courts have allowed the PO considerable room to develop the Office. This situation can be criticised in terms of legal certainty, but it has meant that the early critics have often been proved wrong. In practice, many of the restrictions that were believed to be in the 1967 Act, and which might well have been intended by those that introduced it, have not proved to be as constraining as once feared. In possession of a significant amount of discretionary power, each new PO has been able to move the Office in the direction that was felt necessary and appropriate. Whether each post-holder has taken full advantage of these discretionary powers is a separate question, which will not be explored here.

Maladministration

The most important area in which the PO has been able to exercise considerable discretion is in determining whether or not maladministration leading to injustice has occurred in any given investigation. For some years many saw this test as granting the PO insufficient power and lacking in any true meaning. To rectify this, various proposals have been put forward for the PO to be given wider powers, such as being able to report on unreasonable, unjust or oppressive decisions.

Today the arguments that the PO should have a wider mandate are much less prominent than they were, mainly because it is now appreciated that the maladministration test is extremely malleable. The challenging nature of the test can be demonstrated by a review of some of the more famous ombudsman investigations of the past, many of which involved innovative applications of the test to new situations. But coming to a conclusion on maladministration can be a tough task for the PO given the politically sensitive nature of some of the decision-making investigated. Ordinarily, therefore, the skill of the PO is to concentrate a finding of maladministration on the manner in which the policy decision has been made or implemented and not on the merits of the decision itself. The recent Occupational Pensions report provides a good example of this approach.

Although most ombudsman investigations focus on administrative procedures, this does not mean that ombudsmen cannot investigate the merits of decisions of public authorities. The 1967 Act left a degree of flexibility on the issue. Section 12(3) prevents the PO from questioning 'the merits of a decision taken without maladministration' (added emphasis). This implies that where a decision is taken with maladministration then the PO can legally consider the merits of the decision. More controversially, an administrative decision that is wholly unreasonable to most rationally minded people is a clear example of maladministration.

Either way, the PO is entitled to explore the
merits of a particular administrative decision during the course of an investigation. Were this not the case, it would often be impossible to come to a conclusion as to whether maladministration or an injustice had occurred.31

A further key aspect of the concept of maladministration is that it can be used to resolve complaints where legal grounds could also be argued.32 For instance, in the Debt of Honour report,33 the PO found that the manner in which an ex gratia compensation scheme had been announced by the Ministry of Defence amounted to maladministration due ‘to the misleading impression that it created’.34 For the Ministry of Defence, this finding was not easy to accept, partly because the Court of Appeal had previously found that the same announcement lacked sufficient precision to create a legitimate expectation according to the law.35 Such a finding demonstrates that the duties that can be inferred from the maladministration test can actually go further than equivalent doctrines in law. This principle is supported by the courts36 and is one to which public authorities should pay more attention.

The test of maladministration, therefore, has proved to be a powerful and adaptable tool for the task to which the PO was assigned. In other countries ombudsman legislation provides more detail on the powers granted to the ombudsman, but it is questionable whether the result is necessarily a more intense scrutiny of administrative decisions.37 The lack of clarity as to the meaning of the maladministration test is problematic, however, as it effectively grants the PO a high degree of autonomy. But there are ways that this criticism can be tackled. First, as with any decision-maker in the public sector, there is an onus on the PO to explain the reasoning behind her findings. In this regard, comprehensiveness has always been a feature of PO reports. The second response is for the PO to be more transparent about the Office’s understanding of maladministration. Here the Office has not always been so helpful, but following a consultation exercise, in 2007 it is introducing a set of Principles of Good Administration.38 How this is to be applied is going to be crucial to the future of the Office. The expectation must be that from now on ombudsman reports will ordinarily refer back to elements of the Principles in explaining findings of maladministration. This is a step to be encouraged and is evidence of the maturing of the post now that the full force of the maladministration test has been recognised. In fact, in terms of the development of administrative law more generally, it could represent the beginning of one of the most important innovations in recent years.

**Injustice**

What the term injustice means has caused less controversy than that of maladministration.39 Here too the PO has found the term sufficiently flexible to allow the Office to provide redress in a wide range of cases, such as to take into account the anger, upset and outrage felt by citizens who have experienced the consequences of maladministration. In addition, it has been established that individuals can sustain injustice in consequence of maladministration, even where there are a number of factors which together caused the specific loss or detriment claimed by complainants. In the Occupational Pensions report, for instance, the PO took care to identify that the loss of pension rights experienced by the complainants was partially due to the wider context within which the pension schemes involved operated. But the actions of the Department for Work and Pensions did reduce the opportunities for the
complainants to mitigate the losses that they suffered, and this was the injustice caused by the identified maladministration.

Finally, it is worth noting that the need to focus an investigation on whether or not injustice has occurred has not prevented the Office from broadening investigations to conduct more systematic reviews of administrative arrangements where appropriate. This inherent flexibility is important as it enables the PO to provide a broader service than facilitating redress alone.

Redress

The 1967 Act is silent on the manner in which redress should be implemented. It was always implicit in the ombudsman scheme, however, that the Office would make its findings clear in the reports produced and that it would then be for the public authority involved to respond accordingly. Unfortunately, for the first thirty years of the Office a rigid adherence to this procedure did appear to restrict the PO's work. Arguably, section 10 of the 1967 Act requires the PO to produce a report following each investigation. This requirement to produce a reasoned and defensible report was partly why the Office formerly employed so-called ‘Rolls Royce’ investigatory techniques for all complaints, even when they were not entirely necessary to achieve redress in individual cases. This approach led to considerable delay in processing complaints and much criticism from Parliament.

For the last ten years the Office has responded to these criticisms by interpreting the 1967 Act differently and adopting a much more flexible working regime which allows more informal dispute resolution procedures to be used where appropriate. This change in approach has led to significant improvements in processing time and no apparent evidence of complainants losing out as a result. On the downside, there is a risk that a complainant’s interests are compromised by reducing the formality of any investigation. To counter these risks, it is important that complainants are consulted on proposed settlements.

Another area where the 1967 Act is silent is on the role of the PO in making recommendations as to the specific remedy that should be made available. Nevertheless, the PO has for a long time adopted the policy of making such recommendations and the lawfulness of this approach has been recognised in the courts. Within recommendations, the PO has been able to consider a variety of solutions. Where possible, the purpose of remedies is to return the complainant to the position that they should have been had the maladministration not occurred. In addition, the complainant’s sense of outrage and the inconvenience caused by being forced to pursue a redress mechanism are also often recognised. No detailed research has ever been undertaken to compare settlements obtained through the ombudsman system with those awarded in the courts, but frequently the PO is able to secure significant redress in scenarios where redress would not have been obtained elsewhere. It is also noticeable that the courts have advocated using the level of financial recompense recommended by the public sector ombudsmen as a guide. In any event, the utility of using the PO as opposed to the courts depends on a variety of factors, not least the objective of the complainant. For instance, the big limitation on the ability of the PO to obtain redress is that the Office generally has no power to issue injunctions or stay a decision of a public authority pending the completion of an investigation. If this is required then clearly the PO is not the correct route by which to pursue redress. This limitation
aside, the PO’s work has come to provide a role model for how public authorities should be considering the issue of redress.48

Integration into the administrative justice system

Perhaps one of the weakest aspects of the 1967 Act has been the absence of any clear explanation of how the work of the PO and the other players in the administrative justice system, in particular the courts, interlink. For the original drafters of the 1967 Act this was a deliberate oversight as the PO was designed to take on cases which were outside the ordinary remit of the courts. Indeed, when legal proceedings are available to the complainant, the presumption in the 1967 Act has been that the PO should not undertake an investigation.49 Today, this presumption is unrealistic because administrative law has expanded so significantly that most complaints against a public authority can potentially be pursued through the courts. Fortunately, to address this overlap, within the 1967 Act an exception was included that allows the PO to investigate a complaint when it would be unreasonable to insist that the complainant pursue the legal avenue. This is another aspect of the 1967 Act which has conferred considerable discretion on the PO. Given the changes in the administrative justice landscape since 1967 this flexibility has been essential.

In certain circumstances, it is possible for a complaint to be pursued through both the courts and the PO, and this dual ‘review’ has on occasion proved extremely helpful in securing both a remedy and a change in administrative practice.50 Nevertheless, what this potential duplication of work illustrates is the need for a more holistic approach to the administrative justice system in order to provide proportionate redress. This call appears to have been recognised in the Department for Constitutional Affairs’ Administrative Justice White Paper in July 200451 and, as indicated above, attempts have been made during the debate on the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill to introduce amendments to the 1967 Act to this end. Thus when it becomes clear during legal proceedings that a case could be better dealt with by an ombudsman, it would be helpful if the court could transfer a case without prejudice to the complainant’s legal rights.52 Likewise, when an ombudsman discovers that the outcome of an investigation hinges upon an unresolved legal question, then proceedings could possibly be speeded up were the ombudsman able to refer the issue of law to the courts. Currently, in this area such proportionate redress is reliant upon the common sense of the parties involved and the flexibility of procedural rules. There are limits in both regards, and legislative change could provide a much needed boost to the ease with which complainants receive redress.

Administrative Guidance

The 1967 Act did not make it the duty of the PO to offer guidance to the public sector about arrangements that could lead to improved administration. In practice, however, there was never anything to prevent the PO from finding ways to promote good administrative practice through its recommendations in individual reports on resolved complaints, subject-specific reports submitted to Parliament, or by way of general publication. All previous post-holders have recognised the positive benefits to be gained where an investigation identifies and reports on administrative improvements that will prevent maladministration being repeated. Indeed, the determination to establish long-term change was one of the reasons why for so long the Office employed rigorous techniques for almost all investigations. In order to bring down investigation times, combat increased
numbers of complaints, and to make the service more consumer-orientated, today the Office is more selective in the production of detailed reports. If the guidance function is to be maintained, this means that the PO must be careful not to settle complaints before establishing whether there are broader lessons to be learnt. Arguably though, the administrative recommendations that the PO now makes are more high profile and tend to target major systemic concerns about the operation of an investigated department.

In undertaking such large scale investigations of administrative systems and producing such detailed reports, we see a side of the PO’s work which may not have been prominent in the 1967 Act itself, but has long been viewed as one of the most important contributions that the Office can bring to the constitution.

**Jurisdiction**

One of the key ways in which the 1967 Act does place effective limits on the ability of the PO to operate is by listing in Schedule 2 the public bodies within the Office’s jurisdiction, rather than relying on a list of exclusions which would otherwise allow the PO freedom to accept complaints on all areas of public sector activity. This approach has occasionally attracted criticism because there is the potential for gaps to appear in the PO’s jurisdiction when new bodies are created.

This problem has been minimised by the expansion in the jurisdiction of the ombudsmen in the UK public sector since 1967. The major developments were the introduction of the specialised ombudsmen to deal with local government and the health service. Likewise, and more controversially, in some areas of public sector activity alternative forms of redress mechanism have been set up to deal with complaints, such as in the prisons, education and police sectors. These developments have meant that the public sector has become littered with subject-specific redress mechanisms, with different degrees of power and autonomy.

While complaints mechanisms have proliferated the PO’s jurisdiction has not remained static, as the government has periodically been persuaded to introduce amending legislation. Schedule 3, however, still lists a number of subject areas which are outside the PO’s jurisdiction. On the whole these restrictions can be easily explained, such as the bar on the PO investigating the commencement and conduct of proceedings before any domestic or international court.

The exclusions that have attracted the most criticism are the exclusions of contractual and commercial matters, and public service personnel complaints. The need for these exclusions has been regularly questioned by, amongst others, Parliamentary select committees. They have been justified on the basis that the core role of the PO is ‘to investigate the complaints against government by the governed and not against government in its role as employer or customer’. It is also arguable that in these areas alternatives, such as the courts, are usually more appropriate.

Nevertheless, in an era when private sector provision has become an increasingly important feature of governance, the exclusion on contractual and commercial arrangements needs to be monitored to ensure that this governance technique is not used as a means by which to prevent accountability. Another issue here is the interpretation that the PO gives to the public/private divide, as for example, where a public function is contracted out to a private supplier. Fortunately, once more this is an area where the Office does retain some discretion.
and appears to have used it in a positive fashion.  

**The MP filter**

One of the most criticised aspects of the 1967 Act, both at the time of its introduction and since, is the MP filter. The concerns that the filter was originally designed to address, to preserve the traditional position of MPs and control the flow of complaints, now seem outdated if not irrelevant.

The early fears of an avalanche of complaints were not borne out. If anything, the MP filter has been too successful and in the past a common criticism targeted at the PO has been that it is underused and has failed to raise its profile sufficiently. It is hard to quantify how many complaints should be going to the PO. The wider complaints system that now exists is more developed than the one in place when the 1967 Act was first introduced and the PO normally expects complaints to be put to second-tier complaint handlers before she considers them. What this arrangement suggests is that the need for the PO to be protected by a filter mechanism is much reduced and the current post-holder has stated that her Office could cope without the MP filter. At worst, removing the MP filter is likely to place more demands on the Office to act as an advisory service directing complainants towards the appropriate service. Yet this is a function that it already performs.

As to whether the role of MPs would be threatened by the removal of the MP filter, such an argument is barely credible today. The government itself has noted ‘that a very small proportion of MPs’ contacts with their constituents is associated with the use of the ombudsman’. Moreover, no-one is suggesting that MPs should not be able to pursue for themselves any complaints received. The point is that MPs who do not at least seek the advice of the PO where a complaint is received run the risk of failing their constituents.

Fortunately, there is evidence today that the MPs themselves no longer see the need for the filter. In 2004 the Public Administration Select Committee (PASC) and the Office conducted a joint survey and found that of the MPs questioned 66% favoured the removal of the filter. The PASC has recommended its removal for some time and the current PO, mirroring the viewpoints of her predecessors, has noted that such a move would assist the Office in its continuing efforts to become more transparent and open to complainants. Removing the filter would also bring the PO into line with most of the other UK public sector ombudsmen. Even the government has in the past indicated that the arguments in favour of retention are unsustainable, yet because it has concluded that change would require primary legislation this issue remains unresolved.

**Investigatory powers**

One of the key reasons why the PO has become accepted as an important redress mechanism has been the Office’s ability to produce independent, well reasoned and accurate reports. It is highly doubtful that this could have been achieved without the strong investigatory powers created in the 1967 Act. In the history of the Office there have been very few occasions when the government has used its residuary powers under the 1967 Act to refuse disclosure. This level of access to information gives to the work of the PO enhanced credibility and enables the Office to take on with confidence even politically sensitive investigations. On the other hand, the PO has periodically had cause to complain to Parliament that the government has been slow to comply
with requests for information. Under the 1967 Act, the PO could tackle this problem through legal proceedings, but to achieve successful outcomes the PO is reliant on maintaining good relations with the government. Therefore, a decrease in government cooperation can be viewed as an early indicator of a much larger problem.

**Powers of enforcement**

A feature of the 1967 Act that attracts regular criticism is the lack of enforcement power it grants the PO. The PO can make recommendations, but the public body under investigation retains the discretion to refuse to implement those recommendations. According to the 1967 Act, once the PO has exhausted her skills of persuasion, all she can do is submit a special report to Parliament under section 10(3) where ‘it appears ... that the injustice’ investigated ‘has not been, or will not be, remedied’.

The extent to which this is considered a weakness of the 1967 Act depends upon a number of factors. First, the PO and the government must take much credit for the fact that this feature of the 1967 Act has rarely proved to be a problematic issue. It is difficult to quantify the exact number of occasions when the PO has failed to secure redress. In the early years of the Office the PO had to put in a considerable effort to persuade various government departments, in particular the Inland Revenue, to make *ex gratia* compensation payments. How many of these cases were finally settled is unclear, but what is known is that on only four occasions has the PO felt it necessary to issue a section 10(3) report to Parliament notifying it of a failure of the government to provide suitable remedies. Furthermore, on only one of those occasions, the most recent and ongoing *Occupational Pensions* case, has the government continued to refuse to provide appropriate redress to remedy the injustice sustained once the relevant Parliamentary select committee had reported its support for the PO’s findings and recommendations. Notwithstanding the number of complainants affected by the *Occupational Pensions* case, the past track record of the PO and the support that the Office receives from Parliament, suggests that the current arrangement has been extremely successful.

A second consideration is the principal reason why the PO lacks enforcement powers. Far from being an unusual flaw in ombudsman design, this is a common solution in ombudsman schemes and goes to the heart of the work that the institution is expected to perform. Ombudsmen are given almost total access to information and people within public bodies, and possess a very broad remit with which to investigate public sector activity. Given the potential depth of such investigations, the consequences of an ombudsman’s report can have a huge impact on the design of future policy. Recognition of the potentially sensitive nature of the ombudsman’s work is one of the reasons why ombudsman schemes tend to leave the power of implementation in the hands of the public authority concerned. Political accountability between the decision-maker and the electorate for the consequences of an ombudsman’s report is thereby maintained. Arguably, another important benefit of this arrangement is that because public authorities know that they retain control of their decision-making, they are more likely to be encouraged to participate constructively in the investigation. It is this fear that powers of legal enforcement would radically alter the hitherto cooperative nature of the ombudsman’s work that best explains why most ombudsmen are reluctant to go down this route.
Building on this understanding, a third point needs to be taken on board. As public authorities retain the final decision to provide redress, for the purposes of Article 6 of the European Convention of Human Rights, it is unlikely that the investigations and reports of the PO could be considered determinations of civil rights. Were the PO to possess powers of enforcement, this position could change.\(^\text{80}\) Such a development would almost certainly force the Office to reconsider its working practices. This could mean the increased use of formal hearings and more frequent legal representation. If this were the case, then the whole ethos and rationale of the ombudsman institution would be severely challenged and it is possible that many of the benefits would be lost.

Advocating powers of legal enforcement, therefore, is an argument that needs to be treated with care. There are ways that it could be introduced which might minimise the likely negatives, but it is not a step that should be taken lightly. Nor is there overwhelming evidence that the Parliamentary mechanism currently in place needs strengthening. Perhaps a more appropriate solution has been identified in the recent case of Bradley et al v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions. In this case Mr Justice Bean was prepared to quash the Secretary of State’s decision to reject one of the PO’s finding of maladministration in the Occupational Pensions report and accordingly directed the government to reconsider one of the PO’s recommendations.\(^\text{81}\) In doing so, Mr Justice Bean implied that while public authorities retain the discretion not to implement the recommendations of ombudsmen, it is unlawful to reject their findings of maladministration unless those findings can be ‘objectively shown to be flawed or irrational, or peripheral, or there is genuine fresh evidence to be considered.’\(^\text{82}\)

Were public authorities to adhere to such a principle of law on the rare occasion that they refuse to implement the PO’s recommendations, it would have the benefit of focusing political attention on the reasons why they made that decision rather than the finding of maladministration by the PO.

3. Ombudsman issues to consider

Here is not the place to undertake a detailed analysis of the work of the Office over the past forty years or the input of the different post-holders,\(^\text{83}\) but a few themes will be explored as they relate to the key criticisms that have been levelled at the PO in the past and present.

The organisation of the English public sector ombudsmen

Just a few years ago the talk in the ombudsman sector was all about reorganisation. In 2000 a Cabinet Office paper proposed the establishment of an integrated ombudsman’s office for England. This plan would have pooled together the work of the Health Service Ombudsman for England and the Local Government Ombudsmen for England, as well as the PO with its pan-UK jurisdiction.\(^\text{84}\) The idea appeared to have the backing of the government, but contained a number of unresolved questions.\(^\text{85}\) In particular, the proposals never got to grips with the implications for citizens living in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales. Under the proposals, these citizens would have been required to complain to an ‘English’ ombudsman in those areas of executive activity affecting them that were still controlled by the UK government.
For the moment, the integration agenda in England appears to have been dropped, and alternative means are now being pursued to address some of the weaknesses in the ombudsman set-up identified in the original proposals. A key area of concern for the ombudsman has been their ability to provide a coherent service in an age of complex governance. The issue is that the increased use of the partnership approach to governance has meant that some complaints involve more than one public body, and that often those bodies belong to the jurisdiction of different ombudsman. Where this situation occurs, complainants have to make separate complaints and when the relevant ombudsman investigate, by law, they are generally prevented from conducting joint investigations or issuing joint reports. The solution currently before Parliament in the Regulatory Reform Order 2007 is to relax the powers of the PO, the English Health Service Ombudsman and the English Local Government Ombudsmen to facilitate joint working, and this approach should secure positive results. However, not only is the Order less complete than the original integration plans and some potential problems will remain, it does not address the crossovers between the work of the PO and other public services ombudsmen.

Another weakness that inspired the integration plans was the apparent under-use of the ombudsmen. The objective was to simplify the point of public access to the ombudsman system. At present, this area of the administrative justice system is complicated by the existence of a number of subject-specific complaints mechanisms, each with a completely separate point of entry for the complainant. By establishing a ‘one-stop shop’ it was hoped that the process of complaint could be made easier and a platform provided from which the ombudsmen themselves could better advertise their services and raise public awareness. In other words, there would be a move towards the user-friendly citizen-orientated complaints service that many argued should have been at the heart of the original proposals for the PO in the 1960s. A ‘super-ombudsman’ could perhaps even operate as the focal point of the entire alternative redress network with enhanced responsibilities for auditing ‘lower-tier’ redress mechanisms.

With the introduction of integrated ombudsmen in Wales and Scotland to join the de facto integrated Northern Ireland Ombudsman, it now looks unlikely that the PO will be merged with any other ombudsmen. A more realistic merger would involve the English Health Service Ombudsman and the English Local Government Ombudsmen, possibly together with the Housing Ombudsman. This solution would secure many of the advantages originally mooted by the Cabinet Office report, particularly if it were possible to bring the new ombudsman within the direct overview of Parliament. This latter move, however, would mean having to overcome the traditional local government objection to complaints against local authorities being open to potential scrutiny by Parliament.

**How much of an impact does the PO really have?**

The question of how to raise the profile of the PO has been a recurring issue. In this respect, the Office has not been idle in recent years and a concerted effort has been made to modernise its working practice in favour of the complainant. Being customer-orientated has not always been one of the PO’s strengths, hence it is to be applauded that the Office has made recent efforts to refocus on the needs of the complainant and to involve the complainant
more in the investigative process than previously. The simplest way, however, to improve the connection between the PO and the public would be to remove the MP filter, if ever Parliamentary time could be found to enact such a simple measure.

One method of making the post better known is to submit subject-specific reports to Parliament to conclude an investigation with significant public interest. Such reports tend to attract wide public attention, but the downside to this approach is that there is bad publicity to be gained where a government department refuses to comply with the PO’s recommendations. In this context, the biggest challenge yet to the authority of the PO is the stance the Department of Work and Pensions has taken towards to the PO’s **Occupational Pensions** report, a report which did receive headline media attention. Although it is still possible that the government will provide an effective remedy in response to the report, already there has been comment from a number of quarters about the ineffectiveness of the ombudsman. If this set of events occurs too often, the danger is that complainants will lose trust in the ombudsman, with a possible increase in judicial review applications the result.

This brings us to the most important factor in the success of the PO – the Office’s relationship with the government. Up to a point, the government could reduce the effectiveness of the ombudsman scheme through a concerted campaign of non-compliance. It is, therefore, worrying that in recent years the government has initially responded in an unhelpful and negative manner to several high profile PO reports. The PASC has described this series of events as unprecedented.

Unfortunate as the government’s attitude sometimes is towards the PO, the authority of the PO cannot be accurately assessed by the Office’s ability to secure immediate redress. A trawl through PO cases of past and present reveals that in the more controversial cases, redress can take some time to secure. Ultimately though, the PO’s record is strong, with redress being secured on almost every occasion, not just for the individual complainants but for significant numbers of people also affected by the uncovered maladministration. This is testament to the strength of PO reports and the work of Parliament in persuading the government to devise workable solutions to the problems identified by the PO.

In any event, the impact of an ombudsman cannot be measured purely in terms of the provision of redress. While the PO was designed as a redress mechanism, from the outset the intention was also to create an institution that would support Parliament in calling the government to account. In this regard, the PO’s work has always been successful in uncovering and making available information about the actions of the public authorities within its jurisdiction, to a degree that would not have occurred had the Office not existed.

Taken together, therefore, the achievements of the PO have been considerable. Moreover, one of the reasons why the PO has, on occasion, come into conflict with government departments has been because the Office has been prepared to take on investigations in politically sensitive areas and has not allowed the cost implications of its findings to deter it. In other words, the fact that the Office has been called upon to do battle with government on more than one occasion in recent years is arguably evidence that the PO is doing her job well.
How accountable is the PO?

The 1967 Act is commendably short. Although it contains some specific limitations on the Office’s ability to operate, the key to its continued functionality is the degree to which it places faith on the decision-making capacity of the PO. But, as already noted, this strength exposes the Office to criticism that no-one really knows how it operates. It also places an enormous emphasis on the ability and character of the incumbent PO to produce results. Given the trust that has to be placed in the PO, to demonstrate that public expectations are being met the Office requires a mechanism by which it can be scrutinised and called to account.

In the past, this function was on occasion performed by the Cabinet Office in its ad hoc reviews of the PO. An additional form of accountability is provided by the courts through judicial review, but is rare. More constructively, the current PO has established an advisory board ‘[t]o enhance the governance of the Office, improve the transparency with which it operates and bolster the independence of the role’ that the PO performs. However, as useful as this board may be to the PO in providing advice and a forum for raising difficult questions, only two external members attend the board and it has no remit to report publicly.

The real key to the accountability of the Office, and one of the strengths to the current PO design, is the role of Parliament. Accountability issues were not dealt with directly within the 1967 Act itself, but a Parliamentary select committee was established shortly after the Act was passed to oversee the PO’s work and receive reports. The arrangement has worked particularly well in giving support to the PO’s findings, with the aforementioned examples of section 10(3) reports being the best evidence of the relationship in operation. In addition, the relevant select committee has almost always scrutinised the work of the PO on an annual basis and undertaken a number of more targeted reviews of specific aspects of the PO’s work. The result of these reviews has often been a constructive dialogue with the PO and the government, with many an attempt made to secure improvements in the Office and legislative change. The select committee’s recommendations have not always been accepted, but where reviews have taken place they have added to the perception that the PO is an important part of the administrative justice network that has an aura of fairness, competence and impartiality.

If the PO is to preserve its current position, and indeed grow and become an even more effective institution, it is important that this link is retained and built upon. Furthermore, given the politically sensitive nature of some of the issues that the PO is called upon to tackle, the PO as presently established is probably not capable of successfully operating without such Parliamentary support. In this respect a cautionary note should be made about Parliament’s current capacity to scrutinise the PO. In 1997 the decision was made to restructure the select committee system. The result was that, whereas formerly there had been a dedicated select committee to the PO, there is now the PASC which possesses a remit much wider than just the PO. In terms of the support that the PASC has provided the PO, its performance has so far been exemplary. This was demonstrated twice in the 2005-06 Parliamentary session in its thorough review of two highly contentious section 10(3) reports. There must, though, be some question marks about the ability of the PASC to perform the regular scrutiny function that its predecessor took so seriously. Each and every year since 1997 the PO has been invited along to give evidence,
but on only two occasions during that period has the PASC found the time to conduct a more in-depth study of the work of the Office.\textsuperscript{104} The difficulty here is that were there to be any developing deficiencies within the operation of the Office, it is unclear at what stage the overworked PASC would pick them up.

4. Ombudsmen in the 21st century

The PO has proved to be an effective addition to the system of administrative justice in the UK, but a number of challenges will face the PO through the 21st century and may lead to further amendments to the Office’s powers.

The most important driving force behind any future developments will be the changing landscape of the administrative justice system. Since 1967, the PO has become increasingly surrounded by other public sector ombudsmen and a plethora of specialised complaints systems. The complexity and apparent incoherence of this network can cause problems. Given the myriad of potential crossovers between the different complaints mechanisms and the public authorities they are designed to investigate, to provide an effective service the Office cannot afford to operate in isolation. Even without organisational reform, the Office needs to continue its efforts to improve links with the remainder of the administrative justice system. In response to this growth in redress mechanisms, at some point in the future the government will have to visit this issue and attempt to provide a more holistic approach to managing and organising this sector.\textsuperscript{105} Too often in the past the government has undertaken localised reviews of specific areas of the administrative justice system, with insufficient attention being paid to the implications for other branches of the sector. It may be that the current distribution of complaints bodies works and is appropriate. But there is a sense that it is excessively complex and largely unknown or misunderstood by the general public. As the senior figurehead in the non-judicial and non-tribunal sector, the PO should be a prime mover in leading the debate in this area.

There are tentative signs that the need to renew civil justice in this country is on the government’s agenda.\textsuperscript{106} The Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill could be part of the solution and will introduce a new Administrative Justice and Tribunals Council\textsuperscript{107} to oversee the sector. The PO will sit on the new Council and its role will be to ‘keep the administrative justice system under review’ and ‘consider ways to make the system accessible, fair and efficient’.\textsuperscript{108} But the extent to which this provision will empower the Council to commission research, undertake root and branch reviews, and make recommendations is as yet unclear. As with the 1967 Act and the PO, much will depend on the attitude and energy that the Council brings to its role.

If an overarching review of the administrative justice system in the UK were undertaken, it is highly likely that it would conclude that the distinct post of the PO should be retained. The PO’s proven ability to take on politically sensitive issues of executive decision-making and its direct link to Parliament are essential facets of the Office that would be hard to improve upon. In any event, in the short to medium term, the position of the PO will remain. As long as this is the case, the continuing challenge for the PO will be the same as it has always been - to find the
optimum way to perform its various roles, the priority of which were never confirmed in the 1967 Act. This means balancing the requirement to secure redress for complainants and the need to offer constructive advice on how best to achieve long-term administrative improvements. But the PO is also part of the overall accountability system and is attached to Parliament. This has proved a successful arrangement on a number of occasions in the history of the Office. The question is how far can this model go? One of the most important aspects of a healthy liberal democracy is the capacity to scrutinise the executive. In this respect, because of its rare powers of investigation and its reputation for independence, the PO is peculiarly well positioned to play a part in this process. This is particularly so in those disputes where there is uncertainty and disagreement about the factual element of the dispute. With these strengths, there are strong arguments for placing a greater emphasis on this aspect of the PO’s work by empowering the Office to undertake own-initiative investigations. The most commonly cited argument against such a power is that it would risk reducing the contact between the PO and complainants. But it could be created in such a way that emphasised that its purpose was to explore areas where maladministration likely to cause injustice might be occurring. A further argument against such a power is that it would expose the PO to investigating issues purely because they were in the media spotlight. But there are ways to filter the investigations taken on. The PASC has been talked of as one solution. Nor should the fear that the Office be swamped be taken as read. The European Ombudsman, for instance, already possesses such a power and undertakes only a handful of such investigations each year. The proposal for own-initiative powers, however, is not an immediate likelihood. Were it to be introduced it should be done only after a much wider review of the administrative justice system, as referred to above. Perhaps a future Office may develop a more focussed role undertaking administrative audits than it does now, once it became clear that other redress mechanisms in the system were sufficiently capable of providing redress. On this topic, however, the current PO has suggested that existing government arrangements to consider redress are frequently inadequate and that there is an urgent need to return to the Citizens Charter agenda of the 1990s.

Of the PO’s more immediate concerns, there is the Office’s introduction of the Principles of Good Administration, which is the most forthright attempt yet to demystify the concept of maladministration. As the title suggests, the aim behind the Principles is also to promote good administrative practice within the public sector. Evidence of the long-term impact that the work of the PO can have on administrative practice is provided by the government’s recent undertaking to revise its official guidance in Government Accounting which followed the PO’s findings in the Trawlermen’s report. Similarly, to heighten the influence of the Principles, in the future there may be a case for it to be reflected in a Code issued by the Cabinet Office, or better still, a Parliamentary resolution.

A more important issue still than the definition of good administration is the recent series of disputes between the PO and the government, which have illustrated a weakness in British democracy and threaten to undermine the ombudsman scheme. While the PO can call upon the support of Parliament, the success of the Office is partially dependent on public
authorities implementing its recommendations. Perhaps out of recognition that this relationship needed to be strengthened, in 2006 the Cabinet Secretary announced that a senior civil servant would take on the role of Permanent Secretary ‘Champion’ for PO issues, assisting the liaison between the Office and government departments. At the same time, the PO has more than once suggested that the government should update its internal guidance on the PO, Ombudsman in your files. It is to be hoped that such developments will encourage government departments and ministers to engage in a more constructive dialogue with the PO than that which occurred following the Occupational Pensions report. A return to the diplomatic approach adopted in previous disputes between the PO and the government would be preferable, and would still enable the government to retain control of the form and amount of redress provided.

Conclusion

The Office of the PO has not been immune from criticism, but these criticisms should be understood within the context of an evolving institution finding its place within the constitution. In the early years the Office’s first challenge was to establish its credibility and to obtain the confidence of both complainants and government departments. While this preliminary objective was largely achieved a major unwanted side-effect, and one which can still draw comment today, was the excessive time that it took to resolve complaints. Out of this experience it has become clear that the PO cannot rely upon the quality of its reports alone. To remain a viable institution it must provide a prompt service to its most important stakeholder, the complainant.

Despite the problems that the Office has sometimes experienced, later post-holders have been able to take advantage of the solid foundations that were laid by their predecessors and have increasingly explored the flexibility contained within the 1967 Act. In more than one respect this is leading to a more effective and interesting institution, one which is able to develop and promote high administrative standards. Indeed, at its best, the PO should ‘be a harbinger of the future’ and point to ‘tomorrow’s standards today’.

The work of the PO is strengthened by the growth in the ombudsman community that has taken place since 1967, which has allowed ideas about the potential in the role to be explored and shared. The fact that the current PO has an ombudsman background and was neither a civil servant or a lawyer, as with all her predecessors, is perhaps the most important recognition yet of the importance and distinctiveness of this branch of the civil justice network.

A few required amendments aside, the Parliamentary Commissioner Act remains a good piece of legislation and the constitution is much stronger for the Parliamentary Ombudsman. As well as improving the power of the citizen to gain redress, as was originally intended, Parliament itself has gained a valuable tool in the ongoing process of calling the government to account.

Dr Richard Kirkham
Lecturer in the School of Law
University of Sheffield
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